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was born on Feb
ruary 18: 1943 in Milw
aukee: Wisconsin: USA: Thomas
Bell’s favorite activity as a child
was baseball: Thomas Bell’s first job was as
a newspaper delivery boy: Thomas Bell’s mother
was born in Milwaukee: Wisconsin: USA: Thomas Bell’s
father was born in Milwaukee: Wisconsin: USA: As a child
Thomas Bell lived in Milwaukee: Wisconsin: USA: As a child
Thomas Bell loved baseball: Now: Thomas Bell lives in Murfrees
boro: Tennessee: USA: As an adult Thomas Bell loves his wife: His
children: Poetry: Thomas Bell practices writing as therapy and is a poet:
Visual poet: Webpoet: And critic with numerous pieces on the web and in
print: Thomas Bell’s favorite animal is dog: Thomas Bell earns his living as
a psychologist: Thomas Bell’s heart is in the highlands: The aim of the art of
Thomas Bell is expression: The aim of the life of Thomas Bell is expression:
And now I will say farewell to you: And I will sing of another poet with the
ability to create on the basis of weight speed and direction of movement clear
round Murfreesboro Self regulating questions raise a glowing flame of neur
opeptides that show how conventional explanation systems is our driving spirit
chaos heart dynamics to be in Tennessee in a dixie paradise cardiovasculate psy
chophisiological information energy complexity Self organizes beneath those
southern skies where song birds harmonize conceptualinteractions of psycho
dynamic subsystems meta-frame emitted modulation Self transformative gram

matical submissions per collate emergences of soul spatiotemporal interacts
magnetocardiograms event synchronous awareness dna quanta dynamics when

the shades of night are falling neurotransmit arousal where the hills are sleeping
and wave anomalous feel the blood a leaping processes particulate of high endeavour
intravenous love cognitive behavioral prana chi qi gong evoked soul potential of shining river
operationalizing factoral personally intra interr bioelectromagnetic consciousness high in the misty
highlands processes emote out by the purple islands coherence that start here unraveling as wild are the
winds to meet you the knitted sleave of a rolling stone just rolling home to sunny tennesee the shining river
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